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Weathervane racjst?
By Herrr,)' Alderman
A motion to remove an
allegedly racist weathervane
depIcting, Chief Metacom from
atop the Performing Arts
,Center at Roger Williams
College was passed recently
during a highly emotional RWC
Faculty Senate Meeting:' The
vote
to
remove
the
weathervane follows
many
months of informal debate
among faculty members.
After
the
vote
of
November ,25 RWC President
William Rizzini
said, "No
,action on the recommendation
will be taken until both sides
are consulted." In addition, he
feels the recommendation, is a .
serious one and should not be
treated
lightly., The
recommendation is not binding.
According to American
Studies
faculty
member
Richard ,Potter
the
weathervane . is stere~typi~al
and
raclSt
In
,Its
representation 0 f
Nat i v e
Americans.
In addition he
f eels Roger Williams College
cannot
allow
"the
same
mentality that has taken lands
fr m
.
..

The Ch!ef Metacorn weather'ane is the sub 'ec

,RWC American Studies
Coordinator
Kevin
Jordan
holds a different view on'the
subject.
He
said
the
weathervane is in a, ()lace of
honor and is not racIst. He
noted this, representation - of
Chief Metacom is npt unlike
representations
of '. Roger. Wtlliams • or
George
Washington.
"I have heard positive,
comments
about
the.
weathervane from a number of native Americans who have
been involved in programs at
Coggeshall Farm "and"' the
Haffenreffer Museum," Jordan
said.
'
resident
and ~
Bristol
member
of
the
Bristol
Historical
Society
Helen
Tessler said, "I cannot believe
they voted· to do such a
thing."
She
feels
the
weathervane is not a racist
representation. She said she
feels the college should be
proud to have a representation
of Chief Metacom on top of
the Performing Arts Center.

.

Gont1'over,sy.in depth.

Photo by Steve

Contra aid 'discussed in, Nicaraguan fQrum
edited bY Stephen Martovich
. -Co-Editor-in-Chief'

I'

Why is the United States involved in Nicaragua? Should we
get t1ut of Nicaragua before we start another Vietnam?
_
Two questions answered in two different ways by two men;
in a discussion of American foreig'n policy as the first program
Speaking
this year sponsored by Contemporary Issues Forum.
against American aid was Saul Landau. Senior fellow at the
Institute for Policy Studies. author. and film maker. whose film
"Paul Jacobs and the Nuclear Gang" won an Em'!lY in 1980.
Second. was Mark Falcof1. staff member of the U.S. Foreign
Relations Committee.
The Chairperson for the evening's
discussion was faculty me~ber. Kevin Jordan.

Saul Landua calls for end S3M
to overthrow attempts by U.S.

'Searchi!1g out
Foreign Monsters
Highlights from Landua's speech
• "The U.S. has historically
op,pos-ed
ind~pendence
in
Nicaragua -that is the object
of American the l'olicy."
"The U.S. has invaded
•
Nicaragua six times.
The
USSR has never invaded
Central America."
•
"The most incredibly
distorted
history
that
a
President 'has ever offered to
the American people is Ronald
Reagan's presentation of the
Nicaraguan revolution."
"
• ,"Tlie Policy violates laws
and treaties left and right and
has further destabilized an
alread~ unstable region."
•
It rpolicy) uses an
ideology WfilCh IS totally out
of sync with reality."
• "What we have now is a
policy of low-intensity warfare
against a small, oackward,
extremely poor nation that has

a great deal of difficulty in
just surviving. It is a stupid
and vicious policy which hurts
the Nicaraguan people and all
of
Central
America
and
rebounds on the American
~eople'as well."
"Before organizing the
Contrast the policy makers
never thought of what will
happen to Honduras and Costa
Rica. These were not relevan t
considerations."
•
"In 1981 the Justice'
Department begins its process
of winking and noddmg at
violations
of' the
law,
including the training of
Contras on U.S.- soil."
•
"In 1983 the Sandinistas
agreed . to
accept
those
conditions which Reagan said
were in the way of peace: To
get rid of foreign [military]
advisors and 'bar forever
foreign bases' on Nicaraguan
territory. Reagan called their
proposal
nonsense
and
unverifiable."
• "We need a lawful, realistic
~olic¥ ',that is not warlike."
We need real stabili~y
which does not come from
attempting to control."
• "We have got to learn' to,
live
,with
third
world
revolutions.
Third world
revolutions are inevitable.
•
"John Quincy Adams
warned against going abroad
in search of for,eign monsters
to destroy and that is exactly
what this policy is doing."
".

, <

The Phenomenon
.Of Resistance
Highlights from Falcoff's speech
• "The Sandinista regime is
not the product of a popular
nationalist regime which only
Falcolf during forum.
wants independence."
• "We have a case of a vast
mobilization' to overthrow a
changed - over time due to
hated dictator [Samosa] in
popular reaction against the
which
one, faction
more
[Sandinista)
regjme. It is true
disciplined and determined,
also
'that
of
U.S. policy has
and has -the arms, seizes
chan~ed over that, time as
control and pushes the others
well.
2ut. " .
'
,"People say that the
•
"The purpose of the regime
,Contras' are a rag-tag force,
is to seek a conflict with the
and they were but today they
U.S. ,and since it's a poor,
constitute 18,000 men, which is
weak, backward and vulnerable
the largest peasant army in
country, the only way to dOl
Latin
America
since 'the
this is to enter an alliance
Mexican revolution. And there
with
another
super-power.
is another important issue
This is exactly what has
which cannot be overlooked
happened."
and that is that -these people'
•
"There
are
certain
are volunteers."
countries that have unrivaled
• "This does represen t some
facilities for the consolidation
kind of political phenomenon
of Totalitarian power and they
which cannot just be so
are certainly 'not the U.S. and
quickly
pushed into the
Western European countries."
dustbe(l of history.• "Soviet military assistance
•
"If the Sandinistas ever
to Nicaragua eguals 1 billion
decide to take them seriously,
dollar~ half of it hardware,
they can pull the rug out
half 01 it construction."
from
under
the
Reagan
• "Much of what can be said
Administration in five minutes.
of the Contras in a neRative
If they had just been willing
way maybe true for 1982, but
to sit down and talk to their
is not true for 1986.
The " Q.pposition the democrats intruth is the nature of the
Congress would put an end to
resistance
[Contra)
has
it [the policy).", '

. . ..
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EDITORIALS

December 9, J 986

Editorial:
Our Vanity is Extraordinary
In this issue of the Messenger we try
to air the views of both sides on the
weathervane issue.
Rather than tax the
readers patience, we'll keep our opinion
brief. The weathervane shou.ld stay. There
are worse ways to insult a man and a race
than to draw a picture of him.
A few
examples:
<-,';'.. ,P,ave, over
the land he loved and
respec~~d,- and :.... arr-~. it a,ft~r him.
Sell
automobiles, the - dassie' ."sign of· w~i~~:.
sophistication, with his' name.
Preach" .
tolerance and knowledge on the site, where he
~as shot.
Build a college on his tribal
homeland.
King Philip Motors on Metacom Avenue
stands contrary to everything its namesake
believed.
And yet, business continues
'without a motion for a name change. One
must wonder if the 34 faculty members who
, voted to remove the weathervane' drive ,their
,~ar~" t9.,,.vOrk on this ,thoroug~fa~e of ~h_e. new
A'merican culture' ~ ,~tacom Ave: ' .' .'-,. ,,::': .':.
What of the numerous houses in Bristol
built by captains of slave ships? Shall we
erase the history of the town by razing the
houses and renaming'the roads?
Yes, the colonial settlers destroyed
many beautiful traditions with the ignorance
which powered their Manifest Destiny. But
we have the hindsight needed to learn from
those atrocities.
Let's not - shirk the
responsibility by hiding away the past. The
weathervane, stereotypical or not, is a
~aJ!J.a.ble : ~d~ationat tool.
Allow' it to
'_ . . . . ' "

#

...

_

........

J

Dear Editor,

Letters

-_

"

spark the discussion of how we may help the
Narragansetts, all there is left of the true
Rhode Island native.
Allow us also, to be reminded that this
"lively experiment" of Roger Williams has
both its glorious arid shameful results.

No doubt you will be
reporting
the
burning
controversy surrounding the
Performing
Arts
Center
weathervane. When I the read
the
Dean's memo to the
faculty
today
I
was
mcredulous. It was surprising
that anrone might find the
image 0 Metacom depicted on
the
weathervane
to
be
dehumanizing or offensive.
The comparison being
offered
between
the
weathervane and the once
"blackmoor"
u biq ui tous
hitch:ing posts (still seen on a
few lawns) is hardly valid.
The weathervane depicts a
somewhat
stylized
native
American, the other is an
inSUlting caricature of the
subserVIent,
liveried
black
stable boy. One holds a place
honor a t the pinnacle of a
beautiful buildmg, the other
stood at the curb to hold
massa's horse. ' .
,
Perhaps
I ' am 'dot
sufficiently sensitive to such
matters, but it seems to' me
that anyone who is offended
by the weathervane must have
a chip on his shoulder.
What
is
really
astonishing is the fact that
the removal of this beautiful
antique is being seriously
conSIdered on the strength of
so few complaints. If two or
thre~. p~ople
with . bruised
senSItIVItIes can cause the
weathervane to be removed
.then please, lovers of art and
beauty, turn your attention to
the mam entrance to the
campus.
There is an unspeakably
hideous
giant
ye IQW
monstros.ity tTlere that, of ends
many people. Let's get rid of
it too!

To the Editor:
In your recent editorial
of
November
10
you
erroneousl y
congra tula ted
Auxiliary
Services
for
procuring a third meal for
board students next semester
at no extra cost. It was the
Student Senate, through two
long years of petitionmg and
protesting,
with
the
cooperation of Val Mahoney,
Director of Food Service, that
this
effort
succeeded,
Auxiliary
Services,
as
a
department, had little to do
with this endeavor.
This is not the first time
that the Student Senate has
failed
to
receive
any
recogItlttion for work it has
done.
Most studc;nts do not
'realize, .w..n ai the, Senate clm
do and' nas ,done 'fot them"
How many students know that
it
was
the
Senate
that
financed the new parking in
front of Dorm II and is
planning to add thirty new
spaces at Almeida?
Does
anyone know that the Senate
has' been figh ting for the
expansion of the Student
Center and to save Computer
Engineering?
That
we
convinced Athletics to keep
the Recreation Ce~er open on
Saturdays?
Do the students
know that the Senate has a
$200,000 budget with which it
funds all clubs and student
organizations on campus? Or
tha t
"SAC
sponsored"
acti~ities arc; paid for by the,
~en~~?, .:;r:h.eie ~{e. jlL$t' spmc', :"
of me things, thIn the· SeJla.te .,'
has done.
There are many
others.
We have come to accept
the typos and errors inherent
in a volunteer organization
such as "The Messenger". But
facts
should
always
be
carefully
checked
before
printing.
We feel that a
retractIon is' in order and it
would be greatly a·ppreciated.

Rolland Everitt
Dear Editor;
I am married to Kevin
Jordan and feel compelled to
write this letter in order to
express my outrage over the
'recent events regarding the
Chief Metacom Weathervane
and
the
racist
or
unsympa'thetic
overtures
clearly directed at Kevin.
continued p~ page 3

Jeff Frye
Student Senate President

,

,
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John Mongillo
Sports

Dear Editor,
I am writing to you on
behalf of the members of the
College
Service Association.
Your reporters coverage of
the faculty jadministration vs.
women's volleyball game was
both
half-hearted
and
lackadaisical.
Nothing was
mentioned that it was the
College Service Association
(C.S.A) that sponsored this
event.
This organization is
young and is trymg in many
ways to get the message out
to the stu{lent body about and
its functions to better help
and
serve
the
college
community.
This' volleyball
match was
one of the ways we hoped to
accomplish this.
"_.-

Editor

In the past, we have
assisted the College with Open
House, GraduatIon, Turkey
Baskets for the needy, Walk
for
Hunger and
Help-ing
fre~hman move in, each falf.
rhiS volleyball tournament was
Important
to
C.S.A.
for
starting a scholarship fund
but P.R. is important for us
also.
We want people to
realize that and eith:er Join or
use C.S.A. as a
service
organiza~i~m and I}elp bring
more sp!nt and pnde to the
communIty- we all share.
Clyde Sommers - SecretaryCollege Service Association

,

Lance Clement
Photo
Stephen Martovich
r

Advisor
Dr. 'Philip J. Szenher ,

The Messenger is a bi-monthly publication
by and for Roger Williams College Students.'
Address all correspondence to:
The Messenger * Roger. Williams College * Bristol, RI 02809
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". 'When Kevin<fust broligh(
these issues to my attentIon
over a year ago, I can assure
that tliis matter. was not
taken lightly. I witnessed the
many hours of research' and
conversations conducted by
Kevin in order to determine if
there was any validity to the
charges.
.
Throughout, both' our.
personal
and
professional
lives, . we have steadfastly
rejected racism and sexism.
Yet some of you who have
worked and socialized With
Kevin over many years are
truly ignorant of his character
and professionalism. For some
of you I· can only wonder
what has~ nally -..motivated
your actions. •.
~, .
. To Bart Schiavo having
read your Nov. 6, 1986 memo
the
faculty
left me
to
disappointed with your "hit
and run" approach to such an
important issue.
To Richard Potter and
Donald 'Whitworth, enough of
this ethnic fraud. I too have
Indian blood running through
my veiJtsJ however... ,! 'view the
Chief Metacom weathervane
as a positive artistic and
social statement. It is a
beautiful treasure.
To the Administration,
Faculty and Students, you
must take a position on this
weathervane
issue.
As
representatives
of
an
institution of higher learning,
it is your responsibility to
place the burden of proof and
research on those critical of
the
Chief
Metacom
Weathervane and that you
base your position on an
intellectual framework and not
be t.he p'awns of rhetorical
emotIonalism.
And lastly; I marvel that
Kevin
contlDues
to
be
optimistic and supJ>ortive for
the continued growth of Roger
Williams College in spite of
the recent accusation and
confrontations. For myself, I
feel only bewilderment and
hurt
that
this
College
community has tolerated 'such
unprofessIonal tactics.

the ~betl'~and' SlmpIY"'wa)ke8
inside the building. Rev. Sean
was in his room preparing for
meditation. Suddenly the man
appeared in the doorwa"y .of,·
Rev. Sean's room.
. QUIte
startled\ Rev. Sean listene<1 to
what tne· man wanted and
began to feel quite challenged
to
"practice. what
he
preached", seein.l as how he,
. not an hour belore, had been,
telling. others about helping
the
needy.
Rev.
Sean·
financed the mana room at
the Harriet Bradford hotel and
told . the man to' come for'
more .help in the morning.,
. The man, never showed up an<1
Rev. Sean began to wonder
what ha~pc:ned tQ hi~. The
',man had saId he was dcchcated
ill' .' 'walking
. home
t.o,
Connecticut out was on hIS
way to Newport. He had been
a VET and was really shaken
.up. Rev. Sean decided then
that he suffered with the poor
man and really contemplated
on the feelings of good will
to mankind lasting tliroughout
th~ year..
The
point
of
these
stories? Don't merely let the
holiday season put you in a
good will mood...let it be all.
year that you feel that you
can help people.
There are
ways that you can help
without the use of much time
or money. The desire and the
will to herp is the main
ingredient
to
a
happier
helping life.

<

• Wt·.·

i

THE MESSENGER WOULD
LIKE
TO
THANK
DR.
SZENHER FOR ALL OF HIS
WORK AND WISH HIM GOOD
LUCK ON HIS/ SABBATICAL
NEXT SEMESTER!!!!!
IN
ADDITION
THE
MESSENGER WOULD LIKE TO
WELCOME
OUR
NEW
ADVISOR--DR. TOPF.

Sincerely yours;
Linda S. Jordan

•.

"lt.p.

".

. ":)
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by John Mongillo
What
do
you
want
Since I'm well into mx
for.
Christmas?
post-Santa Claus years (I
stopped believing in the old
Five-year-old: ."An
Apple
man when I dIscovered my
computer."
parents putting the gifts
Eight~en-year-old: "A
trip to
under the tree late one
Europe."
Christmas Eve. I think I was
Fifty-,)'ear-old: . "Peace
10.) the scene has become a
and
~Ulet.
little
different,
especially
Eighty-year-old: "Youth."
these last few years. We now
open our presents at a slow.er
pace and it's no earlier than
And so we soon approach
10:30 a.m.. Somebod)' usually
the
greatest
day
of
makes fun about the gifts
celebratIons
Christmas.
they received - "Wow.
A
Christmas.' The Super Bowl of
candle and a Perry Como
holidays. The thanksgiving of
album. Boy, did Fget screwed
thanksgivinas. Kriss Kringle,
':'.
Rudolpll, mIstletoe, and Yes...
this' ·:year.":- .~. whife anodier
eggnog..,
That wonderful'
family member
has &.one
bevera~ .. (Drink too' much of
guietly back to bed.
Yup.
the stuTf and you're likely to
Just, another Christmas Day,
eggnod.. If you egg!l2d. this
but it's still a few- lauglis
holiOiY season, please don't
nonethless.
drive:)
To me, Christmas has
l
have
to
admit
become more of a "time," and
something, folks.
.Christmas
not just a day which happens
Day was a lot more fun back
to fall on the 25tli of
in the days of my weekly
December. And on Christmas
Sunday bathings, followed by
Eve sugar plumbs no longer
the family entertainment of
dance in'my head because Pm
Wild Kin..ldom and Walt Disney
usually out. dancing m¥self,
World. Of course the day was
spendIng time with old fnends
also' a lot longer back then.
until tlie wee-morning hours.
The festivities would usually
The real excitement of the
commence around 5:00 a.m.holiday season, after all,
when my delirious siblings and
comes from sharing leisure
myself would begin to pound
time with family and friends,
on the bedroom door of m)'
not from driving a new car or
parents.
"Get up mom and
playing a new stereo.
" d" e'd s'nSl me 'Iy "It's
I guess our perceptions
ctrlst:as tiJ..c!"
rn.
of C ristmas- will continue to
• •~Im*'c.~.~.I6l.lti!t~.·;.j_~..~.•
"'~I ~,Qv.f...~~.~J:Ul!l!g~.·.I!.!J:e!l!.~w~.•M!,."a!!ln!_!l-~~~~~~-....~J
was more like lets-rir--open-'
dIfferent ~rtuatJOn'S:
Wh,o
our-.Iifts-as-quick y-ask~ows?
M!lybe the antIpossible-time.
We-were
chmatIc Chnstmas Days of
materialistic savages when it
recent, could turn out to became to tearing up gift
~ome y~ars from ,no~ - v~ry
wrapping pap.cr from Caldor's.
Interc:stIDg. That s fIDe w~th
The actIon itself would last
me, Just as long as my kIds
only for a couple of minutes
don't pound on my· door
and thereafter one of' us
before 5:00 a.m...
would' sadly ask if there were
Merry Chnstmas.
"any more presents left?" We
didn't know, 'however, that
Santa was gone, at least until
next year....

I,-U-n t"
.-

....

Looking -at Christmas a little
diffe-rently·

by Ann Pace
.
.
.
on her way to the nearby IGA
.. At fust th~ thought of
Foodliner
when
she
was
wntIng a C.hnstmas. story
approached by a young man.
~rouglit ~o mmd th~ I<!ea of
She greeted him a'nd he
introduced himself as "AI".
.good .wIlI to mankmd and
ImmedIately I searched for one
He was on his way to the
person who does a lotto help
Salvation Army situated right
the. unfortunate around the
next to the lOA Foodliner.
holIday season. In my sear.ch,
During the walk they got to
however, I found somethmg
know eachother and she found
better - illll1lY. people who help . ·that he had no family friends,
the. unfortun~te, not· only
or belongings.
tlnly the
dunng the holIday season, but
clothes on his back and an
all year.
old acoustic ·guitar protected
by cut up pieces of cardboard.
I scanned several parts
Suzanne Degan to pity the
of Rhode Island :and found a
man so she offered hIm lunch.
J>leasant
.surpnse
all
Being a sunny afternoon and
<1~fferent· kmds of people who
being in the middle of the
gIve part of themselves .to
town gave Suzanne no reason
9 thers, people who are needy
to feel scared of the man.
m one way or another~ After
The two shopped at the
all, we are all needy m some
grocery store for cO,ld cu~s, ,
bread and soda and dIDned m··
way.
.
.
the :nearbi. park. Al quietly
The fust heartwarmmg.
strummed his guitar as they
.story I came across ~as one
ate." They became somewhat
told. by a teenage gul from
close this first' day and
ProvIdence who related a
decided to meet the. next
story about hp'Y she met a
Saturda~ as well.
And the <
man . who hVIDg at the
next. They have been eating
S~lvatIon. A.;my: shelter, bought
lunch on Saturdays together
hIm a pIcnIc lun~h tpat day
since last May.
,
and has been dOIDg It every
Saturc:!ay
since last. spring.
. .: Rev. Sean Manchester,
The guI, Suzanne Le~non, was
RWC chaplain had a surprise
walkIDg down a qUIet street..
. .
'.
A
.
VISItor one evenmg. -'
,.
wretched middle aged man
appeared on 'his doorstep
~ . . . ~.
looking for a place to stay
the nIght. At that moment
Rev. Sean was giving a forma i
,~
talk on helping people in need
so told the man to come back
in a little while. After the
continued from page: 2,

the

'.

"

. <

, with Nancy A. Hood, ACSM
Heart to Heart is a
confidential column for anyone
who would like to write in
with questions of concerns of
a personal nature.
For
example, ,readers might have
questIons .about relationship
problems, homesickness), drug
abuse..
difficult
nmily
situatIOns, coping with the
loss of a loved one, academic.
pressures, etc:. .

Dear Nancy,
,
I have read with' interest
the letters of your column
"Heart to Heart" in the
Messenger
and
your
sympathetic responses. I wa~
especially interested in the
one from "Messed Up", who is
certainly not alone in his or
her concerns.
One valuable
alternative for people who
feel that individual counseling
L'lav be too much for them at
a particular time is group
counsehng or even a support
group that fQcusses on _mutual

.

•

.. .... .. -. ..
,.

problems and concerns.' . Does
the college counseling. service
offer such groups, or is there
a possibility that some could
be formed?
Sincerely,
.
Concerned Faculty Member
-':Deir- ';'ConCeriied . 'Faculty
Member,

Thank you 'for your'
supportive letter to "Heart to
Heart"
and
for
your
recommendation to' "Messed
Up." Group counseling or a
sup.portive. ,group, anh.ough
gUlte a dIfferent expenence
from individual counseling, can
be very valuable in helping
people to resolve personal and
Interpersonal problems and are
most effective in reducing
feelings of isolation.
.The
center for Counseling and
Student Development does and
will continue to offer a
number of groups which we
advertised in the last issue. of
The Messenger.' Your letter
provides
me
with
an
0Fportunity to remind readers
o . those groups and ep,:ourage
anyone interested to JOIn. To
sign up for a. group or for
more information contact our
office at Ext. 2124.
The groups are:
Mens' SUQPort Group
Couples Group
Gay/Lesbian Support Group
Women's Support Group
Again, thank you for writing
to Heart to Heart.
Hood
is
a
Nancy:
professional on the staff of
the Center for Counseling and
Student Development at R WC.
The Center is located in Dorm
1 .by Unit ~, open MondayFnday, 8:30-4.30 p.m.

'
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SHORT TAKES

Deep depression can rise
by , Ann
It's Christmas drnner and
you are sitting around a table
with' your famtly...your parents
are happy, your grandparents
, are
dehghted, , and
your
brothers and sisters all have'
their
husbands,
wives,
boyfriends or girlfriends over.
You sit in the middle of all
this romantic happiness with
a Woody Allen-like deJ)ressing
look >1>n your face. You are
surrounded
by
romantic
love...but there's none for you.
I

~

I
!

or

~

•
,

,i

!

.

You are 1001cing out the·
wiqd'ow and suddenly it begins
·~"~f'();~sQO:yj.;..· 1\11 tlte couples in
ove are, out<fakJ~g. a· walk 10
the falling snow, oUl"folkare
sitting by. a roanng fire .place.
You are 10 your room With no
friends to call (they are all
busy), no one to talCe a walk
with, 'DO one to build a
snowman ,with, no one to
simply talk to.
Sure, the
snow is pretty to look at...but
it would sure be prettier if
there was someone to share
it's beauty with.
~

or
You recently left your
girlfriend or yfriend but you'
decide not to let the holidays
get you down. There is so
mucli love and peace around
you find it hard 'not to think
about
your
broken
relationship. Your friends and
family attempt to cheer you
up, but .sl~w .JOoas _sti1l·~nd .
you of him or her. Tlie 1cn6ts
In your stomach make it hard
.to enjoy anything..Jet alone a
huge holiday dinner. A smile
may be on your face, but
underneath you arc crying..
or '
boo

You are young, recently
divorced and on your own
again with no relahves closer
tlian half way across the
country.
Your friends arc
marrieCl and are spending the
holidays with their own
families.
Your home is
desolate' and the only light
you keep on is the tiulb on
the two-foot plastic Christmas
tree, the onl)" one that is, not
broken.
Christmas dinner
consists of a hamburger or
two and a soda. 'Your gift to
yourself is a VCR and a few
tapes so you have something
to
watch Christmas
day
besides. the -gay parades.-,
2 out of 4 people get
depressed over the holiday
,season. For most people these
feeling subside within two or

Pace
three 'weeks. But those few
weeks can' be the toughest
ones to live through for many
people.
After talking to illany
people whb were willing to
discuss their feelings during
the holidays, I discovered that
there is one major way to be
rid of these self-centered-l
pity feelings of lonliness ana
depression. Most ~eople have
heard the saying, The way to
help yourself
is through
helping others." This is the
key to a happier holiday
season.
Alone
this
holiday
season?
Find someone else
that you know is alone and
share some moments with
them.
There are plenty· of
other 10lfely people besides
yourself. If you don't know
any personally, go to a nearby
shelter for the liomeless, or to
an old ago, home, or to' a
hospital, or to a souQ.. kitchen,
or to a missionary. There are
people out in ,the world who
are alone, who you would
never dream .of as, being alone.
The richest pc;rson In the
world, as well as the poorest,
could be alone. But you won't
know until you find out.
No lover to share the
romantic dinner and walks in
the snow with?
Keep the
faith 'and enjoy it with
someone new.
Go out and
gra b some. elderly people or
.young chlldren...show th.em ••.•.•,...
how to make a mow man or
how to start a snow ball
fight.
There arc plenty of
people in the world who want
to be· helped, need to be
helped, want to help, and
need to help. Most people are
a little of each.
Imagine the shock of a
homeless person if you, a '
stranger, offered him a dinner
at ' your home or, in a:'
restaurant. Picture the face
, of an elderly woman when you
ask to take her for a walk.
Think of how 'g.rateful the,
homeless would De of you
went to offer your senies and
friendship at a soup kitchen
during dlOner:
'0.
For those of you' who
might be alone, volunteering,
your time for the benefit of
someone else., as well as
yourself is probably the best,
way to have a happier, more
spirited holiday season and
the best way to turn the
holiday season into something
special for both you and those
you help.
.

Christmas decorations line ~he streets 01 Bristol.
,'~

.

Photo by, Doq Cloutier

,What to ·do in December
Hockey vs. SMU Dec. 9 - that's tonite.
At home on the Portsmouth Abbey Rink,
follow Rt.114 towards Newport turn rt. at
,the sign.
This is the last home game
before Xmas. 8:00 p.m.
Nutcracker at Providence Performing Arts
Center Presented by The Festlyal Ballet,
four shows only, on Dec.12 at 7:30 p.m.,
Dec. 13 at 2:30 and 7:30 and Dec. 14 at
7:30. Tickets are $19, $'16, $13 and $7.
Group rates and discount information-353-1129 . or 421-ARTS. Box Office, 220
Weybosset St.
Dance' Theatre shows off its specially
designed floor for three shows 10 the
Barn. Dec. II, 12 13 - all at 8:00.
Tickets are.$4 & $2. Info ext. 3026
Check your cleats at the door, please.
Tales of ,Christmas features short plays,
songs
and
poems
performed
by
the
Wasllington Street Players, all children
ages 8-14. Dec. 13 at 2 p.m.,"- Dec. 14 at 2
&. 4 p.m.
at Trinity Kep Extension
Studios, 124 Washington St., Provo 5211100 for info.
'Swanhurst
Chorus
features
B'ach
and
Handel,..pieces in annual Xmas Concert.t
Dec. 14 at-4 p.m." Emmanual Church 4u'
Dearborn St., Newport.,
Wassail Bowl
included in $5 fcc.
"
12-Hour
M.slc· MarathoD
to
benefit
homeless, from 1 to I, Dec. 14 at Blue
Pelican
West
Broadway
Newport.
Performers include: Young Neil & Vifers,
Real World. $8adv./$10door call 847-202 or
Ticketron.
Holiday CelebratioD Dec., '14 at RISD
Museum of, Art with Santa stories and
Grace Church Boys Choir, ~, 3 &, 4:00
respectively. 224 Benifit St., Provo
Red Croll First Aid Course Dec 16-17 8Red. Cross building, 150 Waterman
~o/l>o~rov.. $25 fcc, jnfo Ii registration 831noon~

Organizations are invited to list their
events in the Mcs~enge.r calender lor lree.
Just drop a notice ", our box in the
Student Senate or come by the. ollice.
_Happy New Year!
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Weatbervane commentary:
-.You asked me to write a
letter explaining. my feelings
about the weathervane atop
the Performing Arts Center.
Quite simply, I am deeply
disturbed that our college has
chosen to display this cultural
symbol on its newest building.
And my concern is both
personal and professional.
My personal response flows
out of my pride in my own
Native American ancestry.
Well before the weathervane
was even given to this
college, I tried to tell those
involved in this decision about
my' uneasiness.
Then (and
nb~)h"~ this" little
symbol
resurreCted a. whore. senes: of
feelings
o f ' anger
andfrustration and sadness for 'my
ancestors and what was done
to them in the name of
progress. As.J looked at this
symbol, I. was reminded again
of the nightmare of Native
Americans in this land since
the European invasion, of
their pain and suffering and
degradation and powerlessness
throughout the course of
"AJ!ler~c;lD." history..
And
behevmg m the need to honor
those thmgs within us which
we feel strongly about, I
asked quite simply that this
image be left off the barn.
Nonetheless1 it went up. And
I was smugly
informed by the
powers that be that it was a
dead issue. But the fact that
they chose to ignore my
feeliggs _did,. oot, m<:ao .that I,
suddenly' -ceased' ;to~ believe :in
them. So the second dilemma
came
how could I remain
consistent
with
my
own
feelings and honor my own .'
conviction that this was an
inappropriate symbol for, an
institutIon of hIgher learning?
I reached the decision that, m
so far as possible, I would
simply not enter that building'
as .long as this symbol was up.
there-- there I would take my
stand. And when asked wh Y
and only when asked, t
explained the basis for my
feelings.

.I~-

But little by little I noticed
strange things happening -- a
growmg hostility toward me
and the few others who,
because of conscience, also
chose to stay out of the barn.
To
m)!
knowledge' no
instructor.. ,ever·' 'Used -his or
her,'dassroom to ,lobby against
the weathervane speCIfically.
Nor did I or any other faculty
member to my knowledge
advise groups or individuals
not to use the building. Nor
have I criticized those who
have chosen to use it. I
simply said
that I was
personally uncomfortable using
It as it was.
I made my
choice not to utilize the
building1 and I thought I had
that rigntevery
bit as much
as others had the right to
choose to use it. And others
made the choice on their own
to hold or not hold events
there as they were so moved.
But what seemed to happen
was that those who chose to
use the building not only
e~pected . all of us to agree
wIth. theu chOIces, but sO,me
also began to tell me that I
w~s an unwo.rthy member of
thIS commuDIty because my
feelings and my choice did not
correspond with "th-eir own.

;

Ultimately, I realize, ,feelinlls
are not debatable and if It
makes people uocasy that my
feelings
toward
the
weathervane do not match
their own. J ~eally don't know
how to address that.
It
surprises me, however, that on
a campus so much furor can

Richard Potter

be made out of the fact that
a handful of people have
chosen to behave in a way
which is contrary to the
behavior of .the majority. It
is also surprising liow many
have harassed and ridiculed
and insulted us - because - we
have acted in this way. But I
'supppse the strangest thing of
aU IS how we have as an
institution, largely refused to
deal with the essential issue
until only very recently.
For me, as an educator, that
issue comes down to the
question of what we want to
teach at this institution, what
symbols and ideology we want
to reinforce.
I do not
.. disbelieve. those. who say they
really belIeve thIS weathervane
honors Metacom. I might say
that, from my vantage point,
a more appropriate means for
us to honor such a man would
be to work to give his people
back their lanCl or work to
preserve' the spiritual value of
this land that he knew was
here.
But that is not the
issue-- the~ issue really is in
the symbol itself, the ways in
which symbols work, the ways
in which we as educators and
learners must be aware of
their workings. The intention
behind- the choice of the
weathervane is not really the
issue, either. Symbols are by
nature
emotIonally-laden
con veyers
of
'multiple
messages.
The fact is that
not one of us can control the
impayt ~f sy~~ols: ,.- they ~r:e
ctnoftonally-tharged and' the
best of intentions cannot
dictate how individuals are
going
to
respond,
what
attitudes and emotions and
values are reinforced by that
symbol.
.
I could put a swastika up
somewhere on this campus and
tell y_ou I am only honoring
the Hopi ideal of the eartti,
and I would 'be telling you a
truth.
But I am sure that
would not keep many of us.
from feeling certain negative
things whenever we ha.ppened
to look at it.
I might
communicate something good
to some, but I am sure that
most of us would agree that
such a symbol would be
detrimental to our educational
goals and idea.ls. So, too, the
weathervane IS not valuefree. It is not neutral. What
it means rests in each of us
and in those yet to come onto
this campus.
If some see
honor, we already know that
others see pain anCl sorrow.
I have been told, of course,
that this is Metacom.
Yet,
not one person has talked to
me about the weathervane
without
callin.,g
it
"The
Indian." And if- I understand
the way that symbols work, if
scholars of cul~ural myths are
correct, that IS because we
have all. been raised in a
culture in which "Indian"
means
certain,
consistent
things:
feathers,
warfare.,
.scalps,
tepees'
sa vages
barbanans, and the like. And
yes, it can also evoke ideals
of noble savage or primal
glory. But note that all of
the
things
we
&enerally
associate with' the Idea of
"Indian" are perceptions that
the dominant -culture has
imposed upon the Native
Americans.
And note, too,
that in all cases we are
'dealing with stereotypes in
our heads which allow us to
recognize and acce,l)t "Indian"
as the basic dcfjnition of
several
hundred
different
, ''C\l4u
An
whether we
like it or not, ar'e there any

ideas
we
associate
with
"Indian"
that
cannot
be
honestly read into the image
atop our barn?
Our culture has inoculcated us
with a number of cultural
-myths, 'perhaps the most
consistent and pot~nt being
the myth of the frontier.
This
collective
construct
,assures us that, as Americans,
we are descendants of noble
pioneers who advanced the
cause of democracy
and
civilization
·across
this
continent and throughout the
world. We ar proud of this,
but, as educated people, we
also know that there was a
tremendous cost attached to
the belief and perpetuation of
this myt~ology. . In . order to
defend
and' JustIfy
our
"manifest destiny" we have
had to do things to Blacks,
Hispanics""
Insh-Catholics,
Jews,
urientals
Native·
Americans and others which
have been contrary' to the
very ideals we have espoused.
And to continue believing in
the positive facets of the
myth,
we
have
had
to
rationalize
those
negative
things we ha ve done.

Tper.e. is. a great deal of
hlstonc hterature about the
ways in which Americans
developed their images and
. symbols of minorities as
rationalizations of progress.
"Indian," for example, was a
useful symbol for our EuroAmerican 'ancestors because
it-allowed them to justify
removals and exterminations
and seizures of lands.
We
couldn't do this as a nation if .
these people were as good as
ourselves.
So from the
Puritans
onward~
it
was
necessary
to
I ind
some
rationahzation which would
allow us to use and exploit
these p-eoples without having
·to
face
the
moral
consequences of o'ur actions.
The way to do that was to
reduce all Native Americans to
"Indian,"
to
unci vilized
savages, to a sub-human race. '
And by the 1890's (when this
weathervane was created) it
wa~ generally acceptable
to
cancature
and
stereotype
Native Americans in cigar
stores and wild west shows
and
dime
novels
and
weathervanes.
Prejudice, .. bigotry I
bias,
raCIsm, seXIsm -- tnese are
the very antitheses of what
we purport our educational
mission to be.
We will
probably never clearly know
the roots of these things
within our culture. but we can
acknowledge tbat stereotypic
symbols have played a major
role in their perpetuation. So
the weathervane ought not to
be simply the matter of one
~rson'5 likes
or another's
dislikes. Rather, it should be
a question of wbetJtcr even

the objects we sometimes like
can
still
contribute
to
attitudes and behaviors which
are repugnant to us as moral,
educated people.
For myself, I simply' do not
see how we can respect the
hundreds of different tribal
peoples in this hemisphere if
we continue to view them as
primarily
historic
anachronisms.
Nor do I,
understand how any racial
stereotype~, be they ennobling
or degradIng, can advance our
goal
of lionoring human
diversity. But I ,can see how
it is more comfortable to
leave
"Indian"
solidly
entrenched in our collective
consciousness.
Because the
moment we start thinking in
terms of human beings rather
than "Indian," the harder it
gets for us to remain morally
Indifferent to what has been
,done to native peoples. And
what is still being done in
places like Brazil and Peru
and Indonesia and, yes1 even
in South Dakota and Alaska.
Recognizing
the
inherent
dignity and humanity of
Native Americans, we might·
also have to admit that we
could grow in' knowledge and
wisdom
through
them.
Appreciating and valuing their
arts.. their literatures, their
traaitions,
their
religions,
their ways of, life, we might
even come to understand how
humans can survive without
raping
the
environment,
WIthout exalting
economic
c o:m'p ~ 1'i·t,i.o,D ': "'-Yi" i:tJ&o uT.
se~ratlBg ~ .lirt· . and 1 so(trety,'\
WIthout lOSIng reverence for
mystery.
I look at our mISSIon as a
school as something we strive
toward -- it will probably
'never be realized. But strive
we must, because part of our
faith as educators is that
knowledge and learning can
erase the old ignorance and
prejudice and lead us on to a
better world. Not overnight,
but over generations, we have
this faith that we can learn
from our past so that we
don't have to repeat its
mistakes. And we don't have
to accept the symbols of the
1890's as ours. We can get
beyond that, or at least we
can point our\ students toward
better images for the future.
We can live with our visions
as
much
as
with
our
rationalizations --that is what
'justifies us as professional
educators.
For me, as an educator, then,
it comes down to a question
of w'hat kinds of attituCles and
visions we want to perpetuate
or reinf9rce. An~ 1;>elieving,
as I dO,'In the ennchIng value
of human diversity, I want us
to move beyond lip-service
tolerance and' become actively
proud of other .cultures and
other races. But it seems to
me that if we are to .. do that,
we need to respect· and honor
all peoples in their own terms
and not through imposed
images or symbols. We need
to
recognize
that
all
stereotypes reduce people to
~pes and may thus keep us
from dealing with· them as
human beings.
We need to
rec.onsider whether our sacred
symbols
embody
within
themselves
a
cOIitinuing
justification
for
the
Clestruction of those perceived
as inferior. And we may also
need consciously to reject any
symbols for. our campus that
even inadvertently contribute
to a belief in the racial
superiority of one culture over
the other. cominued on page 7
I,
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Commen..,
Weath~rvane co~me~tary:

Kevin Jordan
Phoio by Sieve Mariovich

I w'ould like to take this
9pportunity to r.eview the
Issue and hopefully, prevent
!he, tJ2o!1eg,e ~omsnu.nI~Y. It> "
mSi&.ht mtoAhls 'd'eplction b"fchieT Metacom (King Philip to
the English).
.When
the
College
acquIred
the
barn
from
Glocester, Rhode Island, there
was no longer a weathervane
on it. Thus, in the Spring of
1985, as the barn was nearing
completion, I was working on
the issue of finding a proper
vane.

Kevin Jordan

From the very beginning it
has been a student learning
project
for \ preservation
majors and, I hoped, a sign of
the College's commitment to
the ATts, and to our role in
the community.
It is very
seldom when a faculty member
has
the
opportunity
to
undertake aJ].d complete such a
maSSIve l?roject and the pride
I have In the work of my
students, the support of the
College
community,
the
applause of the audiences for
~tuden~
performances
is
ImpossIble to measure.
As
such, you' can be sure I would
n~ver give the position of
hIghest nonor to anything but
s<?mething I held in the
- hIghest lionor. Though there
was . the option to have
anythIng
put
on
as
a
weathervane, the opportunity
to honor Cnief Metacom that
was presented by the Water
Company clearly surpa'ssed any
otl!-er alternative in my mind.
BrIstol was the summertime
- h"9me .of ¥etacom, he was
kIlled m BrIstol (and his wife
and
children 'sold
in to
slavery), and it was her~.that
we, as .an institution of higher
edu.cl!-tlOn, could
make a
posItIve statement about this
neglected
aspect
of
our
heritage.
He 'would be the
given the highest and, to me
prou.dest position o'n our
campus.
That was my
intention then, and it is still
my intention .. he is honored
not denigrated.
.~........'~.,...

"-

The third issue rela tes to
wea ther
this
particular
depiction is an insulting one·
or not. I have to begIn by
stating
that
though
this
weathervane is identified in
oral
tradition
as
Chief
. Metacom,
no
indisputable
records attest to this.
In
fact, like our own Roger
wilJlams, no portrait w.as made
whIle
the
Chief
lived.
However, a visit to the
Haffenreffer Museum last year
indicated that it was almost
identical to an image drawn of
him in the mid 1700s. Thus I
ca!l .not ~ones~ly state that
thIS IS a dIrect Image of Chief
Metac<?m
thougn
it
is
r~flectIve of one portrait of
hIm· d9ne some 60-75 years
after hIS death.
The. issue of content can
however,
be, examined
irrespective of this fact. the
weathervane shows a proud
maJe, Native A.merican in an
attIre appropnate for the
Wampanoag Indians of this
region. The tail of the vane
is a collection of symbols of
nature (rocks, leaves, berries
etc.) and the figure itself
shows a person with a bow in
one hand and an arrow in the
oth~r..
The total context is a
posItIve' statement of the
relationships Native Americans
had and ha~e with nature.
Nature supplIed them with
their rpeans .of survival and
they, In turn. showed th ir
:,

.~,~'.

JMt0~. (OF', " , t\ll'~'~: .~ y.
.~:: ;~'~, ~ ..
~-

The second charge is
that it is insulting to be even
on a weathervane. This line
of reasoning compares it to
the roosters, cows, and other
farm anImals that frequently
adorn rural farm buildings.

There are from what I
have heard, Cour ways in
which this charge would have'
validity: 1- was the intention
a!l ipsulting or racist one?; 2IS It an Insult to have any
depiction
of
a
NativeAmerican as a weathervane?'
~- tllis p~rticu.lar weathervan'c
IS msultmg In concept?· 4and
do· Native-Americans
perceive this as an insult?

I. researched this issue
(our lIbrary has a number of
good. sources on weathervanes)
and found' that rather then
compare it to animals it
should . be compared with
George Washington (one of
the
most
frequent
of
weathervane
personalities)
Thomas Jefferson and yes'
even our own Roger Williams:

The first indictment is
both the hardest and the
easiest to deal with.
It is
hard because only I. can
"know" my- intentions
no
matter what I v.crbalize. but it
is easy because I have not a
shadow of a doubt about them.
For those of you who know of
my involvement' with this
p.roject, you also know that it
has grown to -almost dominate
my fife over the past -S years.

In fact. the history of
weathervanes indicates thatwhen it wasn't being used as
{l • functional
symbol.
Individuals -that our culture
most highly treasured were
honpr~d throughweatbernne
depICtIOn.
Thus. it seems
clear that the very fact of
beins on a weathervane is not
an Insult per set but is the
highest of honors.

.

.

.

. ...

..

~ative

AmeriCans rendered a
judgement. Obviously. a large
number of Americans have
so~e
-backgroun.d that is
denved from NatIve American
ancest<;lrs and, with only two
exceptIons. I have received
only favorable comments from
all that I. ~now. I have also
.heard posItIve comments from
a num6er of Native Americans
who have been involved. in
programs at Coggeshall Farm
and~ the Haf(enreffer Museum
though
this
does' ".Q-9f
constItute a formal-' .~u.J;"~';'
La~tly, ~D)Y" ,;re'view . 'of 'tlie
artIstIc and folk cultural
depictions of Native Americans
'lends no support to the belief
lhat .this. would be found
InsultIn.8 If we could conduct
some kInd of national Native
American survey (it was a
Ne~ Y.or:k tribe that selected
the IndIVIdual who appeared in
the Government's commercial).
In conclusion; I can only
add that I am deeply sorry
that some individuals have
placed a burden of pain on
the
wea thervane.
Its
_intention and its reality are
!he total reverse of this. It
IS my hope that when the
Conservatory. is completed on
the PerformIn'~ Arts Center
and the dedicatIon placque for
. the weathervane is installed
Jhat p.ll will. be. ,able to shar~
-In .. htS.: c~eg.ia te ..t:!x.~ess on "17, "
pnde.In our NatJve American
Inhentance and a renewed
zeal to end current oppression
of these people.
.

continued from page 6

The allegation that must ,
npw be dealt with is the
9uestion of wether it, is an
Insult to Native-Americans or
is even a blatant racist symbol
of En.8lish and American
oppressIOn of these people in
the past and in the present.

,

undertaken any formal survey
nor•. to the best of my
knowledge. has any official or
unofficial represent~tive of

Potter

A number of alternatives
were investigated, including
purchasing one and having a design competition for a new
one.
Fortunately, I heard
that
the
Bristol
Water
CO~l;)any had 'an 1897 one of
ChIef Metacom.
Smce the
building it was once on was
now demolished, they' offered'
us the weathervane and $1000
for its restoration.
The
College
accepted
and' in
Spring, 1985 the weathervane
was erected on the Performing
Arts -Center.
I.
'

..
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Recently. . there
have
been
some /' disturbing
underground
allegations
concerning the weathervane
that now proudly tops RWC's
recentlY opened Performing
Arts Center. The story goes
that it is somehow denigrating
to Native Americans as a
group and as individuals and
IS even considered racist in
some eyes.

December 9, 1986
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Th~ugh

not a particularly
unIque symbol (remember the
Federal
Government's
commercial showing a Native
American crying because of
our despoiling tne land?), it is
a very powerful one and one
!hat we sti.ll need to fu.lly
Incorporate Into our collectIve
psyche. By saying we have a
strong lesson we can learn
from this representative of a
disappeared tribe. does 'not
mean that we should· ignore
our present treatment of other
~ribes.
In fact, it is really
just the reverse.
We are a
poorer nation be.cause we
destroyed the Wampanoags
when we had so much we
learned
and
could
have
learned from thePl, and we
have the opportunity today to
stop.
thIS
process
of
destruction with contemporary
Na-tive Americans.
The last -allegation is. in
some way, the hardest onc to
deal
wIthdo - Native
AmeTJcans
find
the
wcat-h-ervane
insulting?
Obviously.
I
have
riot

But in .the,-. en<;l,.I am. "left
~ondedng if -.this: whole .thing:.:_
IS really someth'Ing. that~lwe. 1"
can actually debate. Perhaps
the real test of this issue can
only lie within each of us as
we individually examine our
selves and our own cultural
!Jlytho.logies.
Sincere as the
IntentIon to honor may have
been1 the, ambiguity of the
symoolism
withIn
the
weathervane simply cannot
command a unity of response.
And if it continues to twist
and turn over our 'heads, we
may still have some diffIcult
questions to confront. What
will we do with those among
us who already feel tite
anguish of injustIce conveyed'
thereby?
How many of us
may
be
stifled
In
our
intellectual growth by its
reinforcement of the old subhuman stereotypes?
And if
only one of us, looking up
there\ feels· the resurrection
of tne moral rightness of
exterminatory progress. will
that negate the very essence
of our shared educational
mission?
. The answers•. I
believe. de.pend upon -our.
collectiv.c willingness to probe
what we know. what we feel,
and
then
hoftCstly
to
.acknowledge and act upon that.

i
i
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Weatbervane commentary:.

Donald Whitworth
As I begin the difficult,
task of putting to pa~er the
feelings
have regardIng the
weathervane and the deep
emotional pain it has caused
me· I become confused by the
tenacity with which a few of
my colleagues cling to the
symbol they profess to be so
honorable.
This tenacity
becomes even more confusing
in light of the efforts of at
least two members of the
Native American Community to
the
person(s)
• ~ducate
i~respon&ble' regarding
their
error and the obvious racism
the symbol represents. I have
always assumed
that the·
process of education could
forms
of
overcome
most
ignorance; I question that
assumption at thIS point.
As a member of one of
the Native American cultures'

ourselves
as
"Good"
and
"Honorable" Americans who
\ could never be g.uilty of such
atrocities. I beg you to take
. a clean clear look at the
status of the American Native
today and then try, with a
clear conscience, to justify
this "Honorable Symbol". I am
deeply pained by the response
. of a few of my colleagues who
have taken such offense at my
p,rotests
regarding
this
, Honorable symbol".
Their
defensiveness and inability to
hear my pain as we have tried
to discuss this issue has
saddened me but has not
lessened my -resolve to correct
what I consider to a great
injustice. As my grandm'other-1
who
is
a
full-bloodeo
Cherokee, once taught me,
"One must never sliy from
adversity when injustice is its
author." Again1 I stand firm
and will not oend when 'it
comes to. and assault on what
I hold most honorable about
my heritage.
..

which this "symbol" supposccHy
places in such high esteem, I
am sickened'by the blatant,'
. lack of respect for the truth
this "symbol" represents.
I
When "I consider this·,
feel as though this "symbol"
issue in its most practical
denies the reality of the harsh
form I am amazed by the
·treatment imposed upon many
audacity of the individual(s)
, American Natives by a few
_who took it upon themselves
. who believe they were most
to make the decision J:e~arding
"Honorable" in their intent to
what
is
"Honorable
for
steal,
rape,
murder,
and·
approxima,tely '. two.' thousand
pillage a complete race of'
- dIfferent
cultures.
This
human beings.'
I furt)1er.
,becomes even more amazing
I believe that" by 'a'llo\vlo:g. 't'his'" ., l ~ wneri-' 'I
consider that very·~"
! fHonorable
Symbol" to fly
strong protest and objections '"
about our camJ:?us we confirm
to thIS action were raised well
the myth wbich allows us to
in advan.ce .of .the .,actual
believe that we hold these
erectin( of 'the '~Honorable
same Native Americans in high
Symbol. I further assert that
esteem.
In reality we are
I am appalled by the bX the
much more vested in seeing
.fact
that· thes;e
same
I

I

individual(s) have held to
ridicule
at
least' two
member(s) of the culture the.
sUPJ:?osedly
"ho'nor"
by
mimicking Indian War Dances
as a means of discounting the
argument
against
the
"Honorable Symbol". I state
without hesitation, "How dare
you take it upon yourself' to
make a decision for the entire
institution
without
first
gainin~ the approval of those
you mIght possibly embarrass
throu&h your i~norance and
insenSIbilIty." Furthermore, I
would like to call to question
the system which allows one
indiVIdual to make a decision
which
could
have
such
devastatin.s ramifications for
everyone Involved. How have
we allowed ourselves to be
drawn into this embarrassing
position where the credibility
of everyone is challenged due
to the inability' of one
individual to compromise? I
ask quite honestly, where is
the sanity in this position we
find ourself. I further ask,
how the few who clin~ to this
"Honorable
symbol
can
possibly justify their position,
based
upon
what
has
transpired, and continue to
force their will on the
majority?
I assert that you
embarrass yourself by such
actions.

The write
~v

Cindy Ballou

have
less
than
adequate
In recent months, the
writing skills, "there is no
news media has contained'
dimunltion on the requirement
some alarming reports on the
to write in my classes." He is
success
of
America's
an advocate of the school's
educational iristitutioll6. The'
Writing' Center, and said that
Carnegie Foundat-ion'$ recent 't
those who improve their skill
p.ublication, <'"College:
The I
Undergraduate EXJ:?erience in .~' in this area find school "less
frustrating."
America~" ta.rgets. eight points
of tenslcfn' present' on most
, Instructor James Tackach
can often be found in the
college
campuses,
today.
Writing
Center
tutoring
Among these concerns are. a
students and teaching them
discontiiluity between high
to communicate effectively.
school
and
college,
a
confusion over goals, and 'an I Students are referred to tlie
absence 'of
intellectual' ' center by their teachers when
a writin~ deficiency is noted.
enthusiasm in the Classroom.
"We re seeing a different
Associated Press (AP)
kind of student in here,
reports that· the National
Assessment' . of Education~l. lately," said Tackach. "Many
are coming in on their own,
Progress (NAEP) organization._
without the advice of 'an
recently
survey.ed
55,a0QO.
We've had a
students
in
grades ,lour .:;;., instructor.
through
twelve, . 'and
the
couple of seniors WOrkIng on
r.esults
are
less' than
papers
or
working
off
heartening.
. ' .
Incompletes.
Some
are
"Performance in writing
actual.ly pretty gooq. ·wJjters,
in our schools iSh Quite simply,
they Just want a pOInter here
bad," said Arc ie'- Lapointe, ., or
there."
.
executive director of NAEP in
"Students'
in
some
a recent interview 'with AP.
courses aren't being asked to
In the face' of this
do a lot of writing," he said.
aJ:?parent crisis in education,
"Because the' students can't.
wliere does Roger '-'Williams
• express themselves well, the
College fit in? IS' there, . in
ins~ructors aren't giving the
factj a problem, and if so, are
a.sslgnments. TJ:1ey say they're
we oealIng with' it?
.' .
tued of tryIng to read
"If . stude~ts don't know
unreadable term pal?ers. But
how to write," said instruc.tor
something's got to gIve - it's
Joshua B. Stein, "their grades
a vicious circle,"
reflect that, and it often
Tackach suggested that
,
winds up that they experience
part of the problem is thilt,
a general 'disgruntlement with
on a high school level,
the course, or worse lo with the
"students aren't learning what
process of education.
they should for wnatever
Stein added that, even
reason. It becomes the role
though several of his students
of a freshman course to make

..

of public scrutiny regarding
this issue have been field in
such disdain by those we have
tried to protect.
A further
irony is added when you
conSIder that at least one
individual has reduced a
marvelous accomplishment, the
actual construction of a new
college landmark to dust,
based upon an issue which
could liave been amicably
resolved
long
before
It
'reached this stage. It truly
saddens me to witness one
individual .denigrate his own
accomplishment through and
absolute refusal to hear what
is being said.
Again, I
question the integrity of this
decision as well as tlie process
by which it was made.
~
In closing, I would like
to thank those who have
rallied behind me as I have
attempted to resolve this very
painful issue. For many of
you this issue is but a few
Clays old. For a number of us
thIS has been a painful source
of frustration for almost two
years. You support has been
a heart-felt affumation of our
dedication to rectifying a
grievous and painful erro~ in
Ju~gmen~. ..

stuff~
A view from inside

up for 12 years of education." .
The association between
the ability to communicate and
effec~ive le~rning has become
an JDcreasJDg concern for
educators..
"
"Among the skills tha tour schools should impart to·
all our young people;. writing
ranks close to reaomg and
near the very· top," said
Education Secretary William
Bennett in a recent statement.
"Part of the solution is for
students to do more writing."
William
R.
. Instructor
in
the
Natural
Mershon,
Science Division, said that
much of the success of the
program is due to the demand
for
qua li't y
w r i tt e n
presentatIons.
Use of the
computer
is
not
only
emphasized - it is required.
"As soon as we got the
micro computers jn 1978 we
began having all our students
do their wor.k on the word
processor. The students do a;
lot of analysis and graphing
of data" he said. "The great
tl).ing ~bout it is that, for the.
fust tIme, the word processor'
enables. us to edit the way we
should be editing.
The
student really learns what
we're strivin* for in a
finished paper.
"With just a typewriter,"
Mershon said, "it's such a
labor intensive device that we
wouldn't get ,beyond
the
second or third draft with
them. Now, by the time we
get to the fifth or sixth draft,
we get something that looks
that way we want it to."
Mershon, who has been

,

.

with Rwe for 18 years.. shows
an obvious' pride . JD his
program.
."We have supeort for our
academic validity in seeing a
large number of' students go
on to the top graduate schools
in the field and. d0r-extremely
well t " h~ explained,", "They're
movJDg on to get masters and
doctorates, and excellent jobs.
I'm
talking
about
those
students who did well-. and
worked hard, of c'ourse,"
Mershon a.ddect, "those- who we
could
g~.ve
good; honest
recommendations to:"
L'
He made .it-clear that, in
the Natural Science DiviSIOn,
they
'"d.on't.
give
recommendations
to-: , just
anyone.
'. We've built a
reputationf.or Deing. honest."'
',' Stein
saiCl·.,.. that,
"although,
.unfoitunately,
there's no real follow-up witli
students in my program,'a lot
of our students go on to fine
professional
or
graduate
schools."
Open Division facilitator
Louis J. Procaccini, who works
primarily with adult students
JD
the' administration of
justice
program,
also
expressed satisfaction with the
success of his students upon
graduation.
.
"My population is made
up of people ~ho are. already
para-professIonal,"
said
Procaccini.
"One ,of the
important things about the
ODen Division is that the

continued on page 9
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COM.MUTER STUDENTS:
1)

Are you planning some late 'night studying

QN:.QAMf.U.S during finals' week

Late.. Night" Quiet Study Hours

(Sun. Nite 12/4 thru Wed. Nite'12/17)?

in the Cafeteria

. If so, then:
2) Sign-up NOW for a place to SLEEP & SHOWER
ON-CAMPUS (in the residence ~alls) FREj;.! tJ,.:.:
I .....'

Sun 12/4 thru W~d 12/17

8:30

p.~.

..:

.J

{

:

•

3) Spaces are LI MITED and will be issued on a
1st come - 1st served basis!

to 4 a.~.
4) To sign-up and/or for more information, please

- Free Tea & Coffee-

see Tony Ferreira or . Kathy Duarte
in the Student Activities Office or call ext. 2067
or 2076.

Sponsored by Your Student Senate

-

-'~._-A~QtI~9flb~,:::-~---

11ds·is the. Messenger's Last Fall Issue
Good' Luck on ·Exams

-No name
was

REPUTATION.

/

q!,jol'e

continued from page 8
"

student is able' to feel really
good about himself, even if
he's had no previous college.
They don't have to start from
sqUlre onel because the ten or
15 years tney've spent on the
job mean something."
Follow up is a ·natural
with ProcacclDi's students,
because very often he is
working
with
individuals
already placed in local police
stations.
He has already
arranged
for
several
internships through his past
graduates. There appears to
be a natural flow between the
professional and the academic
realms in thisarea.
The
problems
and
victories in an educational
institution such as Roger
Williams are undoubtedly too
'vast to be capsulated in a'
newspaper article.
Whether
one balances the other is a
question
that
must
be
answered on an individual
basis.
But perhaps, a junior in
the Business Administration
program
said
it
best.
According
to
Mike
Chamberland,
"It
doesn't
matter what teachers we like
or don't like, and it doesn't
matter what books they use.
It's what you put into it. I
don't think it would have
mattered· where I went. You
have to apply yourself.-
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by Gary Daniele

a-JHY 'D0<7 DOf-SN'T EAT
VE6TA 8LE5 OR. FIRE PLUOS.

1iiiiiiEi!

.,.....
.

IEi!i

".

On December 2nd at the
Comedy Cellar at -That Place"
. George Mcdonald performed a
comedy act that was both
amusing and ordinary. With a
p,ale face and weary eyes the
No Name" comedian joked
about having chinese foo(1 for
thaI!ksgiving
and
buying
Chns.tmas pres~nts after a
certalD age.
Then he
proceeded amusing the small
audience 'ashout a new fad of
Cire walking out in the state
of Calofornla. He then joked
about drinking and dnving
(seperate topics) and pointed
fun at Bob garker on the
Pr:ice is Right and John
HlDlfely who almost killed
President Rea~an. Lastly the
"No
Name
comedian
performed
impressions
of
D~rth Vader" .James Brown,
Wizard of uz, and Henry
Fonda.
Although
thiS
comedian su~rCically' scraped
the surface of the jail system
and howthe~ reabilatiGn
process works, he uncovered
similar topics of amusement
trivial
experiances
thai
amounte(l to laughter from the
9rowd yet he did show some
talent
as
he
Impressive
p~rf ormed a jun~ling act as
hiS last spectacle, the best
part of the show.

~-lIiliiEiiI..
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Nowell'success
"~C~PS"

"alive'" series
by
Melissa Peo

.".:

A raucous mummer's play
dealing with the Ayatollah
Khomeni and microwave ovens
part
of
a
livel,y
was
performance which kicked orr
the holiday season at RWC.
"Nowell Sing We Clear" Was
performed last Wed. in', a
J'acked
Performing
Arts
Center.
.
. . Tony . Barrand,
John
~ . Fted.-.Breunig and
Anay :J>8.vO;:.: fotp' mus~cians:
from
southern
Vetmont;'
charmed the Audience witli
secular dance tunes and carols
whose texts were borrowed
from the church some' 400
years ago.
The' musicians
played the fiddle, concertina-l
button accordion, whistles ana
drums as well as sang.· The
"Nowell' Sing
We' Clear"
pageant is in its eleventh·
year.
',' ....
' "
The ,concert was the. flnal.
event in the Fall portion of
the Alive! Arts series and was
by far the most well attended
of the four. 'The autlience
was encouraged to sing along
on 'choruses of the carols and
most
people
did.
The
audience was very enthusiastic
and responsive.
Marilynn Mair of the
Music Department and Cultural
Affairs
ComlAit-teel'[ ~ha.<1
arranged for the I group' to
come and was thrilled with
the audience's response. She
said, "It would be so easy for
the history part .to be dull,
but Tony incorporates it so
smoothly that it is fun. They
are all 'so intensely interested
in what they do that' the
audience senses it and gets
involved too'- She added tnat
plans are being made for the
pageant to return next, year.
The Alive! Art senes will
resume on February 9 with
Vinnie Burrows 10, "Walk
Together Children: portraying
characters from writings of
Afro-American authors.
.

Poet, reads for patient·
audience
poetry could be ftinny.

by
Stephen Martovich

Delayed two"'weeks by a
car
accident,
no
moose
involved this time, Thomas
Lux read his poems at RWC
for a third time. on Thursday.
"Pve never read anywhere a
third time," Lux said, warming
up his audience. "I'm usually
not invited back a second
time."
Lux began by reading
from his latest collection Hal]
Promised
Land
(Houghton
Mifflin 86) and ended the
evening with newer poems, as
yet unpublished. His selection
mixed comedy, with .nostalgia,
starting with "The Milkman
and HIS Son", in which Lux is
the son and moving throu.&h
the traditional .favorite "Wife
Hits Moose"\ an incident he
recounts WIth humor and
relief.
.
"Tarantulas
on
the
. Lifebuoy" and' '!Cellar Stairs"
helped to ease the serious
mood which some students had
expected. To their surprise,

. Lux
said afterward that there was
not as much laughter this
night as "Moose" and "Stairs"
usually bring and reasoned
that many people did not
know what to expect.
'
Many in the audience had
come for a second time to
hear Lux read, though few of
the students were here to see
him read in the spring of
1984.
This year's rea<!ing,
originally scheduled for Nov.
20, was postponed when Lux
broke an axle leaving Sarah
Lawrence College in New
York,
where
he
teaches
Creative Writing. . However-l
many people w.ere unaware ana
waited in LHl30 until the
lights went out.
On ,Friday
Lux
met
individually with students to
discuss their poetry.
1;"he
next r.eading in the CreatIve:
Writing Series will be by Tern
McMillin, whose first novel is
SI,e
soon to be published.
will read Dec. 11 at 8 p.m. 10
LH130.

Poet Thomas Lux
P~oto

by Steve Martovich

Ar_ .festival displays positive elem~nts
'/

.By Gary Daniele
The alternative 'art show
"Return To Magenta" provided
a unique and individualistic
ins-ight to art, .poetry and·
mUSIC. This festival consisted
of ab~tractl .reRre en ional
and Surreit' ,. ':iii in
and
drawings in wliich the artistS
expressed themselves without
f ear of censorship:
The
poetry and live music. which
bellowed throughou t the room
in
late
afternoon
was
delightful and inspiring. As
'the Clark, clear niglit fen upon
the campus, those involved in
the project felt satisfied.
The MaRenta festival wa~

a
~ultural
event
of
individuality that expressed
the artists' moods, emotions
and ins.ights to: t1:l~.normal. ~nd,.,
abstract. '.
II
broyght out .an eleqlent of tlici
artIsts'
Integnty
'and
expression. The show didn't
try to fit paintings into
categ,ories or different molds.
.It did try' to be open and
.' present dIfferent outlooks of
art in general. .
Steady streams of people
visited the festival .in the
Dorm HI Rec. room tb,roughout

the day of No~. 9. - The
parents
and
prospective
students from open house
. were very interested and
presented some further insight
to tl!«;lSha.w .'.w:"lt~ ~ ~,.1 '·"'.d~'
To

lmdtf.'.

le6

C4. ~i'u

excitement
'these
'artists
produced on paper is awe
lOspiring. The expression and
integrity inside tlie artists in,
this' festival showed that a
small percentage of' students
.really care a,bOut culture and
individuality.

MONDAYS

PITCHER SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY: Make Our Specials Yours

QUATElt

~ ·DOLLAR

SPECIALS

LOOK AHEAD FOR:
GOLD FISH RACES
ALWAYS FREE'POPCORN
..
,

This sculpture titled -Industry at 50- by John Beaulieu
.was featured in the Return to Magenta student art festival.

'.

'".

Photo by
SJM

t"
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Faculty stack upMany members of the
R We; . community
are
pubhshmg:
books, articles
paJ:)ers, songs musical scores'
anC:t record, a i bums. But how
does one find out who's doing
what\ outside of teaching and
workmg h~rd around l1ere?
Well next tIme you walk into
t4e library, take a look at the
dlsp!ay cas~ as you walk in.
You 11 notIce the following
accomplishments:
*by Martha Christina, Fine
Arts Division
"A Second Dose of Madness"
(oo~m) Passages North
S'pnng/Summer 1986.
"CaptIve Audience" (poem)
Mother Poet, 1983.
"Gettm,g .There" (poem) ~
~ Arnvmg, 1986.
0& Coda' (poem) River City
ReView, Spnng/Summer.

presented to the NatI,onal
Association
of
Jazz
Educators, 1986.
"Some Rhode Island Jazz
Notables" (paper) presented
at the Music Library
Association, 1984.
"Stan Kenton: The Many
Musical Moods of his
Orchestras" (oaper) The
Author, 1986"The Newport Jazz Festival:
R.I. '9,54-1971, a Si&nificant
Era m the Development of
Jazz" (paper) The Author
1978.
'
'
*by .Lorraine Den~is,. Social
SCience
DIVision
Introduction to Human
'
Develo\ment and Health
ill.Y,g ( ook) 1983.
Psicologia Evolutia' (book)
1985.
*by Phil Szenher, Humanities
pivision ". 'Decency" group
IS Pressunng Stores but
'Playboy' not run out of
town yet." (article)
Bristol Phoenix
*by Martine Villalard, Natural
Science Division, "Seaweeds
of the Connecticut Shore: A
Wader's Guide" Connecticut
Arboretum Bulletm,_ 1985.

*by Bob Scott; Business
Division "A '.Look at
Management Incentiv~PtFs""
(aiticIt')·.. .rou~ of"'" r
Accountmg, Urie 1981.
*by' \Vi.ll Ayton, Fine Arts
DIVISion, Three movements
for tlte Mandolin and Guitar,
(musIc). ,Song f or the
Natiyity for SAB Chorus,
(musIc): Prelude and Ricerar
for GUitar Quartet, (song).
*by Millie B. House). The Joy
of Wildflowers, 19~6
*by Betsy Peck, Architecture
Librarian "Phillips, Sampson
a~d ~ompan.~~lfrt1'cle)
_
RICtIOnr y of Literary
10grao y, 1986,
*b Y' Tony ~gp~tinelli, Social
SClence DlvlSlon,J,.,"Don Ellis
a Man for Our ...lime" (paper)
The Author, 'l985.
"All Jazz is Fusion"
. . -.(paper)
.
,

*.by Marilyn Mairlline Arts
Division, The Mair Davis
Duo,Picaflor, Lat.in American
MUJ1C •·for '~' G,uj~ .. '~~~""""
Mltndolln. (allium) 19~'3.· ..
The Mair Davis ~UOl Music
for Guitar and Manaolin
(album) 1980.
*by' Geoffre.Y Clark, Fine Arts
DlviSiOn "COCkSmen" (fiction)
~e.ler'y L. 1982
At die e ser" (fiction)
F m r'
rk
1986
=r:~~~~q.n~ll'i~, (book o(

a

*by Ken Osborne, Cooperative
Education Director
The Roger Williams College
Proposal Writer's Guide
p,ublished by RWC, 1986
Future Shock: Cooperative
Education and a program for
Tomorrow" (article) \
Proceeaingxof Cooperative
Educapon SSoclatl0n 20th
annua conference. 19S4.
"B in h B 11 " (art~cle)
r
1Inn i l nr IV st
annua ,con erence.

.*************** . .

Fiction .Reading pec. 11 by Terri McMillin
whose fust ~ovel IS ~oon to.1:?e published.
Second part m Creative Wntmg Series
8:00 p.m. in LH 130.
.'

***************

Mark Patinkin. cqlumnist for the. Providence Journal.
signs a book for a fan after he spoke recently at ·RWC.

by
Steve Marlovich

Library. goes Hi- Te~h
tM llf>tllry to purchase a mini
computer to manage the data.

by Laura Johnson
Th
f
.
~ l'b
1. rary . sta
f is
Investigating
several
automated library systems one
of which will be installe'd in
the: .upcoming new library
bul1dmg,'
!-W......... ~--

.
The
advantages
and
disadvantages to each system
are:

~

~ automate
library
system . (LAS)
ties
the
clfcyl.a.t1on
transactions,
afCqUl~ltIOnS
and. cataloging
unctIOns of the library mto
9ne coml?uterized system, All
mformatIon IS storeC:t in a data
base and accessed through
computer terminals. LAS does
away with the physical card
catal9g and replaces it with
p.u bhc
access
terminals
(PAC's). Library patrons use
~he .
P.ACs
to
obtain
mfor.matlOn
such
a's
the
locatIon of a book and it's
,status, . if it is checked out
and when it is due back.
'
;.L;L>4'

The LAS also provides an
autom.ated circulatIon system.
Matenllis are. checked in and
out Wlt~ a hght pep. ending
the tediOUS handwnting for.
both the patron and the staff
memb!=f-. . As soon as the
mater.lal IS checked out the
PAC.mdicates that it is out of
the hbrary and when it is due
~ack.
• This provides the
hbrary With a constantly
updated,
accurate set of
borrowing records. The LAS
also p1~kes <?ther circulation
functIOns
hke
generating
ove.rque lists quicker and more
effiCient.
The PACs can be placed
throughout the library and in
other parts of the scnool such
as facu~ty pods.
They are
menu dnven and feature a key
word search, making them
easy to use.
Because the
PACs will replace the bulky
ca~d .catalog, the new library
bu!ldmg. can be designed and
bul1t With greater flexibility
as far as physical layout goes.
. Th~ library staff is
consldc:nng two p'ossibilities:
The Higher EducatIOn Libra.r'y
Int~rre!ated Netw~rk (HELIN)
which IS a consortium of three
state colleges (URI
RIC
.CCRI) or a stand' alone
system.
If
R WC
joined
the
.c onsortium, our records would
be added to the data base
located at URI and we could
access
them
through
telecommunications. A stand
a.Ion~, system would
require

.'

P~oto

*Cost
*Access
to
three
other
libraries' circulation records
DISADVANTAGES:
*Not geared specifically to our
needs
*No networking on campus
*When the phone lines go
down, the system is frozen
*.Preseptly,
o.nl.y
the
cuculatlOn system IS mstalled
STAND ALONE
'ADVANTAGES:
*No' compromises on how
bibliographic record is set up
*Possibihty for faculty to
access system through their
·own terminals
'DISADVANTAGES:
*Cost is three to four times
as much as consortium
*No access to other libraries'
records
The library staff is
investigating several different
stand alone systems.
The
entire staff will take part in
the decision as to which
systems to go with.
Besides the consortium:
Bryant has its own stand
alone system; Brown and RISD
are planning to share one'
Salve Regina does not J:)lan to
have one in the near future'
PC wi,ll p'robably join the
.consortium If R WC does.
Pr:esently, half of the
magnetic tapes needed for an
automated system is complete
for R WC.
62.000 books are
~tored. on tape in a data base
m OhiO. 35,000 more need to
be added: . All of the ta.pes
need to be cleaned up
The
library is looking into grant
to get this accomplished so
that· the software w-ill, be
complete and ready when the
automated system is installed.

a
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Men's basketball
by Lance Clement
. . Dwight. Datcher. sports
information and Intramural
Director. .is coachin~ his
second year of the RWC men's
.
basketball team.
The team lost its opening
gl\llle against Clark University
wIth a score of 122-:93.
"The team hasn't elected
a capta'in yet. maybe after the
tournament
game
against
Bridge Water State: said
Datcher.
Besides the Bridge Water
St~te ·tournament,
tlie· team
htt§-?,·'two,' away .games left
before Cliristnuis "tireak. One
.against Connecticut· COllcJe"
and the other agian~t Bryant'
College..
,.
"The team looks better
then last year due to their
accuracy of shooting. but are
weak in rebounds, tiecause ofthe lack of height: the coach
'Commented.

Carberry'·

Bentley player is checked into the net as RWC goalie hugs the
post, above. Below. John Bessette scores on a breakaway for
RWC's only goal in a 4·] loss to'Bently College.

•

IS

Pho*o by Steve Martovich .

•
amazing
o. ".'J-oanne
Ca:i'<berf.Y~ >' ,of.
PorstiiiOtitli" . ;JiW't;' teendy
completed her second season
as a member of. the Roger
Williams
College
Women's
Varsity Volleyball Team. In·
her two-year volleyball career.
she participated in 50 victoriei
"and led the team in servin~
aces.
Carberry, learned th(
sport as a junior at'RWC and
was key in kills with 240 in
1986, the second highest . total
on tne team. She also' holds
the school record fassing.
av.erage . in --a .best-o
five
match.
Recently. she was
named AU-Tournament. at the
University
of
Vermont
Invitational Tournament.

b

"Joanne is an amazing
athlete:
said coach Joel
Dearing.
"She not only
learned this sporl-'Quic.kly, _bp,t .
was extfcmety- effective 'tOIS
rJ~~sf ; seasbn Ill' all phases of

.------.'!I,-.---..--- ..

; t9~

game."
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•

FREE
WASH

".....~IQ!ll~.~.

· ~ 81/88LEMAN/A Bl.
COIN-OP LAUNDRY

::

400 METACOM AVENUE'

•

•

(ACROSS FROM POL.LeE STATION)

.•
.........••...•. ·
•
BRISTOL

,.
.•

.\ STUDENT
••
DISCOUNT
•.

7 PM - 10 'pm

•
II

SAVE

••

•.
•

•

COIN-oPLAUNDRV
•
• BRISTOL, 400 METACOM
AVE. ••
'. Coupon _De
willi InCOming

•

••.

PRICED
TOP
LOAD AT
WASHERS

•

BOXED OR ON HANGERS •

•

WITH STUDENT 10
.•
NOWTHRU MAY 31,1987 •

•••••••••••••••
r

SHIRT SERVICE

• • . . 95~
:

.10$

:

•

•
•

OUR NEW PROFESSIONAL ••

•

ON TOP LOADERS
(WITH STUDENT 1.0.)

8Ul8LfMANlA.

WE FEATURE
SPEED QUEEN
EQUIPMENT

.:
•

NOWTHRUMAy'31,1987:

·.················1

DOUBLE WASHERS (2510)
TRIPLE WASHERS (35 lb.) --J
FOR 12 MIN. OF DRYING

ON FRONT WASHERS
.
OR'

:

.

•

25 "tto

wrr:;T~~ENTlD

• .. --1JmII=::r'~~'

253 9968

.MON-FRI7:30 AM-11 PM • SAT & SUN 7 AM-9 PM

'

:

..••
:

.•

•

8~~~.

•

••

:

BRISTOL. 400 METACOM AVE.'· •

COupon must be 1""""'" ";Ih IncomInQ -:

•

WEATHERVANE
f;ontinued from

]

when several faculty" members
refused to e.nter the arts
center because they believed
the weather vane was' a racist
symbol, stereotyping Indians.
In
r~sponse
to
their
displeasure, a series of memos
on both sides of the issue
were circulated but, no action
was taken until the meeting
of November 25. t
The
controversial
weathervane
is
an
1892
representation of Metacom,
chief of the Wam{>anoag
Indians who lived in thIS area'
when it was settled by
colonialists
in
the
17th
century.
In
1985' the
Bristol
County"
Water
Company
donated ·the weathervane and
$1000
to
RWC
for
Its
"restoration. In the spring of
that year it was mounted on
the cupola of the arts center
on Metacoq1 Avenue.

",de<LJmrt"""couoonperlfQNoclion. ., .

~.~:~Q~~~~I~.~~•••• •~~~••~~----~--_.~·••••• ;.~;;~~ ••:~
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